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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is my attempt to summarize key activities and accomplishments in the past 5 years. My goal is to review the main areas of the department: internal functions (governance/policies); teaching; research; service.As we go through, I’ll present some data, selected highlights, and some areas where I think we could continue to make progress. I’ve opted to include some specific examples and points of pride – I can’t capture all the creative and important things everyone does, but I’ve chosen examples that I think represent the breadth of what we’ve accomplished over the past 5 years.



A brief review…

FES created in 2008
Merger of Forest Resources and Forest Science

Leadership turnover
Tom Adams (2008 – 2009)
Brenda McComb (2009 – 2011)
Paul Doescher (2011 – 2013)
Jim Johnson (2014)
Troy Hall (2014 – 2019)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with where we started:



FES mission statement (2013)
Our department brings together biological and social scientists 
and philosophers to understand ecological systems, social 
systems, and the interactions between them. We work in terrestrial 
to aquatic systems, in wildland to urban settings, and from local 
to global scales. We evaluate the scientific and philosophical 
basis for management and policy decisions and provide 
enhanced frameworks for those decisions reflective of our latest 
findings. We conduct creative problem-solving and fundamental 
research; educate and engage the next generation of scholars, 
practitioners and users of the world’s natural resources; and share
our knowledge and discoveries with others.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You worked on the mission statement for FES; The strength of this statement was one of the key things that drew my interest in being part of FES.I believe this mission is evident in our teaching, research and service. This year, we will spend time in dialogue about how well this mission statement continues to serve our unit. My goal in this presentation is to review our key work and accomplishments to help us consider this question.



STAFFING



CoF T/TT faculty over the years
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Number of Corvallis-based T/TT faculty as of October, not including Extension faculty or associate deans. Does not include Lindberg and Reuter, both tenured, at Cascades (not shown, because salaries not paid by Corvallis campus; however both contribute to core undergrad programs).CoF total T/TT faculty has remained around 50 total over the past decadeIn 2011 and 2012, FES had 17 faculty; in 2020 we will have 17



FES personnel changes since 2014
T/TT Departed

 Albers (2014)
 Salwasser (2014)
 Jensen (2014)
 Shelby (2015)
 Doescher (2015)
 Harmon (2016)
 Tynon (2016)
 Johnson (2017)
 Ganio (2018)
 Lachenbruch (2019)
 Upcoming: Law (2019)

New T/TT
 Hall (2014)
 Warren (2015)
 Krawchuk (2015)
 Munanura (2015)
 Hajjar (2016)
 D’Antonio (2016)

 Open: Forest Biodiversity Conserv.
 Open: Forest Carbon

Moved to Admin: 
Rosenberger & Bliss

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The overall stability in numbers masks the fact that there has been a lot of turnover in the past 5 years!



FES T/TT faculty
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Presentation Notes
Number of Corvallis-based T/TT faculty as of October, not including Extension faculty. 2020 numbers include 2 new Asst Profs (open positions)



Other personnel
 Extension

 Specialists
 Agents
 Professors of Practice
 Program coordinators

 Professorial, non-tenure-
track
 Visiting assistant professors
 Senior research

 Instructors
 Full-time
 Part-time
One-off

 Research-related
 Professional faculty
 Post-docs
 FRAs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have added two visiting assistant profs (Rosenberg, Shen)Full-time instructors: Anzinger, Bishaw, Ries, StemperPart-time instructors: Mangla, Fisher, Turner, PerryFES has a diverse extension faculty: Grotta & Withrow-Robinson (tenured Ext agents); Ahrens (non tenured Ext agent); EJ Davis (Asst Prof Ext, non TT soft money); Bondi (tenured, regional admin); Creighton (non tenured, specialist); O’Brien, Berger, Hopkins (non tenure coordinators)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then there are the folks who keep the whole ship afloat!



Considering FES Staffing Priorities
What are the right criteria for next hires?

Research emphasis
Teaching nexus
Other?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An important question for us to address this year is what are our staffing priorities? Want to develop a clear message and argument for our new dean.



DEPARTMENTAL POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES



Process/policy initiatives since 2014

Governance policy
Peer review of teaching
Mentoring committees
Promotion & tenure guidelines
 TA policy



DEI leadership

CoF planning process
Membership on 

college committee
ADVANCE



Process/policy initiatives

What’s needed next?
Review of governance policy
Review of standing and ad hoc committees
Committee charters and membership
DEI-specific P&T criteria
P&T criteria for different ranks
With a shift toward more junior faculty, what –

if anything -- should be done differently?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In response to feedback to Anthony: do we need any additional process for decision making or clarification of decisions that are made?



TEACHING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m really proud of how we’ve engaged with teaching – at the undergrad and grad level, and campus and distance



FES SCH: All Courses, Grad + Undergrad
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All regular courses offered by FES faculty/instructors at Corvallis or via Ecampus; includes undergrad (majority of SCH) and grad. Cross-listed courses counted fully where course was taught by FES faculty.



SCH production in CoF last year
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Of 20,524 SCH, FES accounted for 53%
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Presentation Notes
Academic year 2018-19Not surprisingly, FERM accounts for most Corvallis-based SCH – the forestry program is coursework intensive. FES accounts for a substantial portion of Corvallis SCH, in part due to our Bacc Core and service courses. We account for most of the distance education; this is primarily via our instructors (few TT faculty teach on-line, though there are several courses taught by grad students).



Undergrad Degree Programs

Tourism, Recreation, and Adventure Leadership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve undertaken major 10-year reviews of both of our undergraduate programs: TOL and RRM were merged into TRAL



Undergrad Degree Programs

Natural Resources 
Steady growth since inception

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve undertaken major 10-year reviews of both of our undergraduate programs: NR underwent 10-year external review (very successful) which resulted in various key changesFES was charged with developing an undergrad major; a committee worked in 2014 to develop concrete proposal – led to development of a new specialty option in NR (ICA)



Undergrad Degree Programs

Developed new Integrated Conservation 
Analysis Specialty Option in NR
NR 202 Natural Resource Problems & Solutions
NR 312 Critical Thinking for Natural Resource 

Challenges
NR 325 Scientific Methods for Analyzing Natural 

Resource Problems
NR 351 When Science Escapes the Lab: Science & 

Resource Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FES was charged with developing an undergrad major; a committee worked in 2014 to develop concrete proposal – led to development of a new specialty option in NR (ICA)



Undergrad Degree Programs

Natural Resources 
Rolled out version 3.0
Revised options
FES 485 Consensus & Natural 

Resources now required
Refined capstone (NR 455)

https://nctc.fws.gov/courses/programs/decision-
analysis/structured-decision-making-overview.html

The Structured Decision Making Framework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve undertaken major 10-year reviews of both of our undergraduate programs: NR underwent 10-year external review (very successful) which resulted in various key changesCapstone (NR 455) was revised to be a structured decision making class; Janean did training at the National Conservation Training Center. Have been working on standardizing delivery across campuses/instructorsFES 485 became required of all students



Number of graduates (BS degrees)
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Presentation Notes
“RRM” = resource rec & tourism; predecessor to TRAL



Teaching – contributions to 
undergraduate student success

Support for other degree programs through 
courses offered:
Forest Biology
Entomology
Forest Ecology
Fire Ecology
Genes & Chemicals in Ag

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We contribute substantially to undergrad and grad programs across campus. Probably others that I’m forgetting, in addition to this list.



Teaching – contributions to 
undergraduate student success

Bacc Core
TRAL 357 Parks and Protected Areas 

Management 

NR 351 When Science Escapes the Lab

FES 486 Public Lands Policy & 
Management (WIC)

FES/NR 477 Agroforestry



Teaching – contributions to 
undergraduate student success

 Projects
 Internships

Let’s go camping Oregon

Fs.fed.us



Study Abroad
Costa Rica
Chile
 Borneo



Graduate Degree Programs



Graduate Degree Programs

Revised MS/PhD
Employer & grad survey
Learning outcomes
Degree requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve undertaken major 10-year reviews of both of our undergraduate programs: Grad programs – had employer and student survey; identified needs associated with our mission; voted to implement those changes effective this fall



Degree Programs – MNR & Certificates

MNR revisions
Improved oversight of student progress & student 

tracking
Split capstone into clear sequence
Appointed curriculum committee

Certificates
Steady enrollment in Sustainable NR Certificate
Launched Forests & Climate Change certificate
Growth in Urban Forestry Certificate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve undertaken major 10-year reviews of both of our undergraduate programs: TOL and RRM were merged into TRALNR underwent 10-year external review (very successful) which resulted in various key changesGrad programs – had employer and student survey; identified needs associated with our mission; voted to implement those changes effective this fallFES was charged with developing an undergrad major; a committee worked in 2014 to develop concrete proposal – led to development of a new specialty option in NR (ICA)



Degree Programs – MNR

Launched the Accelerated Masters (AMP)



Degree Programs – MNR

Accelerated Masters
8 Interested students so far…
All but one are taking part time classes while they 

work full time jobs; all have GPA 3.5+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One student is currently working for an environmental consulting firm doing wildlife assessment; she has worked with many federal agencies in the past in wildlife management. Her specialty option is Fish and Wildlife Conservation and she plans to do a graduate project in that area.One student worked her way up to be the Superintendent of Public Works Water for the third largest city of Stanislaus County in the San Joaquin Valley of California. She already has a graduate project lined up concerning interconnections between streams and groundwater ecosystems (Relevant to the CA Groundwater Sustainability Plan). 
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Grad programs, across campus and afar



Grad programs, across campus and afar



Teaching – Issues for discussion

Consider our role in Bacc Core and high-impact 
undergrad offerings

Marketing the ICA option in the NR degree
Consider the need for a market 

survey/employer survey?
Prep for the MS, PhD, and MNR 10-year reviews
Decide whether to offer MNR on campus



RESEARCH



Grant awards (Cayuse), by FY
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RESEARCH: A FEW 
HIGHLIGHTS



LTER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s hard to overstate the impact of the LTER in all areas of our work: public outreach; graduate education; foundational long-term ecological research; and interdisciplinary integration



Forest Biodiversity



Fire Ecology



Forest Biotechnology/Tree Improvement

Presenter
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Also have Tree Biosafety and Genomics Research Coop (Strauss), and the Hardwood Silviculture Coop (Ahrens)



Forests, Livelihoods, and Local Engagement



Recreation & Ecotourism



Advocating for science in policy





Bev Law 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bev and her research group have contributed to our understanding of the interactions between ecosystems and the atmosphere, including regional analysis of carbon and water cycling and potential vulnerability of forests under future climate. She served as Science Chair of the AmeriFlux network of 100+ land-atmosphere research sites (2000-2011), where she helped design the protocol with which CO2 exchange data are collected, shared, and used. She was also Chair of the Global Terrestrial Observing System – Terrestrial Carbon Observations (GTOS-TCO), and a member of committees with the National Research Council Currently, she serves on the international advisory board of the European Integrated Carbon Observation System.Bev and her co-authors have accumulated a total of more than 38,000 citations in refereed journals. For more than one decade, she has ranked among the top 1% most cited in agricultural sciences. Her work and leadership has earned her several accolades: American Geophysical Union Fellow (2014); Aldo Leopold Leadership Fellow (2004); and an international publication of the year award from the World Meteorological Organization



Research – Discussion topics

Which research areas we should be collectively 
exploring?

What types of funding can/should we be 
seeking?

How can we maintain a robust research-based 
grad program?

What recommendations do we want to make to 
new Dean?



SERVICE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FES folks engage in an extraordinary range of service activities to the institution and to our professions. I comment on only a few of these.Photos remind us that service extends beyond our TT faculty to our undergrads (e.g., Jenna Deibel, Ambassador), grad students (Betsy Emery, Grad Student Council), instructors (Dawn Anzinger, Badege Bishaw, Dave Stemper), research staff (e.g., Anna Magnusun), and professional faculty (Keith Jayawickrama)



Women 
Owning 
Woodlands

Presenter
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Our extension faculty and staff provide critical outreach, education, and research networking throughout Oregon and the west. A few key examples are:the Ecosystem Workforce Program (co-managed by OSU and UO, with EJ Davis as Associate Director and OSU lead; “links ecological health, economic prosperity, and democratic governance through our applied research and policy education.” The northwest fire science consortium (Creighton – Admin Director; Berger – Coordinator), “a multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional network consisting of federal and state agencies, non-governmental organizations, universities, and private landowners within Washington and Oregon.”Tree School: “Tree Schools are day-long mini-college programs for family forestland owners, foresters, loggers, arborists, teachers, and the public hosted in various counties around the state of Oregon.” Clackamas Tree School has more than 70 classes with ~650 participants. Overseen by Glenn Ahrens“In late June 2019, the Oregon Legislature approved the establishment of a new Oregon State Wildland Fire Extension Program, to be led by Forestry & Natural Resources Extension and the College of Forestry at Oregon State University.”



Professional leadership & service
 IUFRO working groups
Conference leadership
 Editorial boards
Consultants to agencies and international 

bodies
 Service on NGOs and other boards



WRAPPING UP…



FES points of pride

FES accounts for a majority of graduates from CoF
We are the primary grant getter in the college
We conduct broad, exciting, and interdisciplinary 

research on critical global topics
We provide impactful outreach, leadership for 

college initiatives, and service to our professions



QUESTIONS & DISCUSSION
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